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Anxiety disorders are very common, yet even the most effective treatments are long and
expensive, difficult to access and do not work for everyone. Currently, the most promising
available treatment is exposure therapy, a psychological treatment where a patient
intentionally encounters a situation they are afraid of. However, only about 50% of adults
benefit from intervention, and response rates are even worse in teenagers. There is an urgent
need to develop more effective, more targeted treatment approaches.
Previous work in our and other laboratories in adults has shown that drugs targeting the reninangiotensin system, such as the routinely prescribed blood pressure medication losartan, may
have the potential to improve response to exposure therapy. In particular, it is thought that
such drugs may facilitate better clinical outcome by improving emotional information
processing and learning relevant to good treatment response – even at single doses.
This project will explore whether such a pharmacological-psychological treatment approach
could also be effective in teenagers. We will investigate i) why standard treatment is even less
effective in teenagers compared to adults, and ii) whether single-dose drug challenges such
as losartan can make up for any deficits in information processing. Such information will
ultimately lead to the development of losartan and similar agents for the more effective and
more compact treatment of anxiety disorders in young people.
Your training plan will involve working with healthy and highly anxious teenagers and young
adults, applying clinical diagnostic interviews for mental disorders, running and analysing
neurocognitive tests including computational approaches and fear extinction paradigms,
working with pharmacological challenges, taking and analysing biomarkers of stress levels
such as cortisol. There may be opportunities to gain additional experience and training in brain
imaging and data analysis, as well as brief standardised psychological treatment.
Ethics approvals are in place for some studies of this project so that data collection
can commence soon after taking up a DPhil position. Parts of this project may also be
run within the department’s one-year MSc in Research programme.
Please contact us for further information: andrea.reinecke@psych.ox.ac.uk
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